Tanium with IBM Automation

Endpoint management
with real-time visibility
Automated endpoint management
for all your nodes

As remote work proliferates, the call for visibility across
businesses continues to grow. So has the need for security.
With companies expected to manage, secure, and maintain
software for hundreds of thousands of endpoints, and
cyber-attacks on the rise, full visibility is essential.
That’s where Tanium with IBM Automation® can help.
Unlike other endpoint management tools, which are more
limited in function and not up to today’s standards, Tanium
provides full visibility at scale. The outcome is reliable data
and faster decision-making processes combined with rapid
endpoint management that reduces security risks with
ease and efficiency.

$2.5M

$1.5M

tool consolidation savings
from eliminating siloed
point solutions.1

FTE efficiency savings
to manage and secure
environments. 1

277%

100%

ROI over three years. 1

ROI within 6 months.1

In addition to reduced time and maintenance costs, Tanium
offers secure peer-to-peer architecture that allows for speed
and scale without any additional infrastructure or tooling.
Rather than relying on outdated hub-and-spoke management
architecture which causes WAN saturation and network
slowdown, Tanium provides real-time visibility. It’s one
streamlined tool with zero additional infrastructure: no extra
agents; no relay servers to add complexity.
A precise view of your endpoint connections in real time can
help pinpoint malware and decrease strain on your resources.
In IBM’s unique approach, integrating Tanium with IBM
Automation and IBM Turbonomic® Application Resource
Management, you can automate from a single point of context
across IT to ensure app performance and application health
while mitigating security risks. What’s more:
– Unifying context across performance and security supports
an automation-first approach
– Endpoint management—scanning, patching, updating—
never puts application performance at risk
– Business-critical applications are automatically isolated
from known vulnerabilities
Resilient in design and equipped to weather the complex
environments of today, Tanium delivers a compliance
and monitoring solution for real-time visibility across
endpoints everywhere.
Learn more about Tanium with IBM Automation →
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